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ABSTRACT
Is coal dead? This is a profound question that will affect investments, employment, climate
change negotiations, future of energy debate. This article tries to dissect this question in to
several parts, uses analytical tools, news items to reach a verdict. Coal may not be dead yet
again, but high enough carbon prices may kill it. It provides security of supply, employment and
other domestic gains. However, this doesn’t mean solar, wind, batteries have no chance. On the
contrary these technologies will be increasing their penetration with second and third waves of
innovation. But coal in energy is like potato to the food sector. It will take a long time to kill it.
1. INTRODUCTION
The twenty first century started with growing demand for oil, followed by a record-high oil price,
which then crashed to less than 1/3rd of that level in a matter of months. In the meantime,
renewables started to gain, with solar at the frontline. As electric cars joined the chorus,
everyone expected the funeral of coal. Interestingly enough there are discussions around peak
oil but not peak coal.
Coal is the ultimate monster to the environmentalist groups, a guarantor of energy security for
realist politicians and one of the building blocks of our modern society. It is very hard for anyone
to find a right balance between these competing ideas. There is also risk of getting labeled in
the simplistic minds. But this doesn’t stop a critical mind to ask “what if coal is not dead, yet and
again?”
I am rather asking a series of questions regarding “coal” being a resource of concentrated
energy in a geographically diverse setting and “coal burning” as a technology. Also in this article
I am trying to unmask the rhetoric from the reality derived from numbers. My last question to the
reader is whether coal has a chance to make a come back with new technologies or policy
settings.
As a disclaimer, my other writings acknowledge the solar, battery technology, electric car
developments. But as an energy analyst, my aim is to present a critical narrative to the reader.
In this article, for analytical graphs and tables World Bank data servicesi were used. The tools
are coded in Rii, and a Turkish version of the coding tutorial for this article can be accessed
onlineiii.
2. COAL AND CLIMATE CHANGE: GERMAN CASE

No defense of coal can be expected from the environmental side. It may be equivalent to
“climate change denial”. The financial side targets coal with stranded asset based discussions
and concerns.
There are two narratives of coal. One is the discussions we heard in the media with numerous
academic articles and reports on “phasing out coal”. The other is a reality that can be seen
without prejudice.
Germany is the foremost example of this dilemma. While naming Angela Merkel as “Climate
Chancellor”iv, Germany is phasing out zero emission nuclear plants but not coal. Even phasing
out coal looked like a distant targetv during coalition talks with the Greens(party).
During the recent Bonn Climate Conference (COP23), Merkel said “Climate change is an issue
determining our destiny as mankind - it will determine the wellbeing of all of us”vi. Two days
before that speech however, influential Foreign Policy accused Germany as being a “Climate
Change Hypocrite”vii. It is not without basis that Germany is accused of betraying “climate
change” cause. According to Agora Energiewende’s calculations Germany will miss the climate
targets for 2020 with a margin of 10%viii.

Graph 1 -Germany will miss climate change targets with a marginix.
Adding to this debate is the famous emissions scandal of car manufacturers. It is not a secret
that car manufacturers were gaming around emission tests. However the diesel engine nitrogen

oxide (NOx) emission tests were deeply flawed. The software of the car checks whether the
conditions resemble a test case, using pressure, temperature and speed sensors. If the car is
not in the test setting, that means in real life, NOx emissions are up to 40 times above what is
allowed in the USx. However instead of strengthening emission limits for cars, Germany lobbied
to relax CO2 emission targets and didn’t push car manufacturers as US did.xi.
None of this is an evidence that German companies and politicians are against the “climate
change policies”. But even as the powerhouse of the EU, Germany is struggling to give
substance to its propaganda due to economic realities and realpolitik.
According to Fraunhofer’s latest energy charts, German installed capacity is more than 203,66
GWxii. Solar is 42,45 GW and wind total is 54,43 GWxiii. In other words, nearly half of all the
installed capacity is solar and wind. Generation wise however solar accounts for 7.8%, and wind
for 17.6% off all generationxiv. Half of the installed capacity is equal to a quarter of generation
share.
3. SOLAR IS THE WINNER BUT…
During the recent solar auctions, solar prices have dropped to record lows of 17.7 USD/MWhsxv.
The price drop is dramatic and solar is gaining speed. IEA’s latest World Energy Outlook 2017
hailed the solar as the winner for future: “Over the next 25 years, the world’s growing energy
needs are met first by renewables and natural gas, as fast-declining costs turn solar power into
the cheapest source of new electricity generation.”xvi.
Solar does not only provides a viable energy source to the developed countries but to the
developing countries as well. African countries with lower rural electricity access can use solar
to provide cheap and clean energy to their populations. It creates employment and does not
require expensive infrastructure.
While reading solar news, one should be careful about how solar is presented to the masses. It
is “the cheapest” source. So, the main selling point of solar is not the ideological rhetoric of “sun
is not owned by anyone, it is a common good”. It is the economic reality of being cheap.
Energiewende is one of the enablers of scaling down the costs of solar technology.
In “Energy Democracy” authors Arne Jungjohann and Craig Morris discuss in detail the origins
and dynamics of German Energiewendexvii. Most importantly they emphasize the distributive
effect of German experience. It wasn’t for the climate but for citizen democracy that
Energiewende has become a success. That is why “auction”ing of solar capacity has not been
seen as an “Energiewende” way according to authors.
But are there limits to renewable growth?

4. HYDROCARBON SOCIETY

In his famous book about oil history Daniel Yergin calls our society as a “Hydrocarbon
Society”xviii. From mobility to the tools we use, hydrocarbons are everywhere. To exemplify, we
should look to the developments this year. As the oil consumption from transport is speculated
to peak in the near future, we see more companies investing in petrochemicalsxix. So either
burning or for industrial usage, oil finds a place in this society.
What makes oil so essential for the society is its compactness, simplicity and energy content. 1
litre of diesel is equivalent to 11.1 kWh’s of energy. One can hardly find such an easily
displaceable, compact and dense energy source.
According to Vaclav Smilxx, “a donkey powered mill (energy input at the rate of 300 W) produced
from less than 10kg/h to 25 kg/h while millstones driven by a small waterwheel (1.5 kW) would
grind flour at rates between 80 and 100kg/hour”. When you compare a waterwheel or a donkey
to a litre of diesel, there are at least 7 times difference on an hourly basis. Smil argues in his
book about how fossil fuels made the modern civilization.
Modern society is built on the multiplier effect of the power gained by fossil fuels. The
technology and the energy to power that technology has given human kind an ability to increase
his powers for better or worse.
Solar energy on the hand, is not that concentrated. It cannot be dispatched smoothly, you have
to set up control mechanisms to manage solar powered generation. But it is abundant and
easily accessible. With record low prices no resource seems to withstand solar. Assuming the
innovation in solar technology continues its course, second or third generation solar panels may
disrupt the whole system.
However, in today’s world, neither China nor India is showing any radical slowdown in their coal
usage. Solar is cheaper than 2 cent/kWh and Germany is not phasing out coal, US are bringing
new regulations to protect coal and nuclearxxi, India’s coal demand may peak in the next 10
yearsxxii. China’s coal demand has been thought to have peakedxxiii. The stagnation of global
emissions has probably come to an end this yearxxiv. In 2017 emissions are set to rise by 2%.
Chinese emissions are expected to increase by 3.5%. The tides are changing.
These arguments boil down to the question of “if people want a modern life, the only
concentrated power source to provide it is the fossil fuels or they should change their lifestyles
and choices in a system hardwired for consumption and fossil fuels”.

5. LOOKING TO DATA: FROM “LIMITS TO GROWTH” TO “LIMITS TO RENEWABLE”

The whole debate does not go anywhere. If the developed countries are the holy grail of science
and if they are scientific facts based societies, scientists urge to end fossil dependency for
human survival. Politicians of the same developed countries pay their lip service to climate
change but policy wise, even the Norwegians cannot do without oilxxv. Climate change is just
another political reality where promises are exciting but realities are harsh.
So rich countries and their economic warehouses cannot make the transition, neither show the
real courage to do it. Although they are reluctant, household and industrial energy prices may
justify the transition for citizens themselves. Yet, even German Energiewende is out of steamxxvi.
This doesn’t mean solar is bad, coal is good, climate change is faux, and politicians are liars.
Just as the solar makes headlines with its “lowest” auctions, economic realities always make
way for the future development.

6. DATA TELLS A DIFFERENT STORY

Therefore data is essential. In this part, an analysis based on historic data from World Bank
data set is presented. GDP, population, electricity production, share of renewables and share of
renewable energy in total final energy consumption are some of the data that can be reached
from its website. As explained in the analysis available onlinexxvii, after removing all “not
available data” and subsetting the data to the data after year 2000 the data set is ready for
analysis.
One of the most striking graphs is the share of renewables in total final consumption versus
GDP graph below. Generally conventional renewables like biomass, dung etc are the main
energy source in low income countries. We can see this trend from the graph. However, as
income increases renewable share does not increase and seems to be stuck somewhere
around 30%. The data span is 2001-2015. More energy usage (coloring) corresponds to
relatively higher GDP and lower renewables in total final energy consumption (TFEC).
There is also a clear inverse relation between wealth and use of renewables. Higher energy
usage is related to less renewable share. It is particularly important that both wealth and energy
usage is historically moving in opposite directions to renewable usage.
This is historical data. That is to say that if we were Romans and made an analysis regarding
energy needs, the results will show that mule, horse, wood and waterwheels are correlated with
wealth.

Graph 2: logarithm(ln) of per capita GDP versus renewable share in Total Final Consumption.
We can also check per capita GDP versus per capita electricity consumption. As the graph
below shows both variables are positively correlated. Meanwhile more coal usage is weakly
correlated with higher GDP and electricity consumption.

Graph : logarithm(ln) of per capita GDP versus per capita electricity generation colored with coal
share.
When we look at the correlation table from the analysis, coal is practically positively correlated
with all variables except for renewable and natural gas share in electricity generation. One must
not forget correlation is not causation.

Table - How coal is related to other variables.
In the table, coal’s share in electricity is more strongly correlated with electricity, population,
energy consumption. Renewable is negatively correlated with GDP. Maybe GDP is not a good
measure of wealth, but numeric results are as given. Human Development Index can be an
alternative.
Why is this so? Why are renewables not the source of wealth and look like an indicator for
poverty? The variable ren is renewables in electricity generation and renTFEC is renewables
share in total final energy consumption (TFEC). Both are negatively correlated with GDP. In
TFEC the correlation is stronger than electricity.
The other explanation is that, this is the result of historic data and testimony to exactly what
Daniel Yergin claims: “modern society is a hydrocarbon society”. It is addicted to abundant and
dense energy sources, solar may not feed its hunger. When prices are low, it prefers SUVs. If
there is budget, the indoor temperature should be 27 C. Energy transformation does not only
need infrastructure and technology shift but also a cultural shift.
The other important parameter is the import dependency. If policy makers are stuck between
indoor air quality and import dependency, they will find the balance like Turkey in the 1990s or
China nowxxviii. Coal will be used in the sparsely populated regions and industrial areas, but
cities will enjoy natural gas, electric cars, solar and batteries.
The other qualities of coal such as employment, accessibility and being a domestic resource are
highly valuable. The most spectacular example is during COP23 in Bonn, while climate change
negotiations were proceeding, nearby villages were emptied to make space for coal miningxxix.
The East Asian economic engines such as Japanxxx and Koreaxxxi are no different as they

increase their coal imports. The evidence turns the COP and climate change events to
showcases, where everyone nods and continue what they are doing. If Germany misses its
2020 targets, even the signatures do not mean anything.
7. THE DARK SIDE OF COAL
The dark side of coal is its emissions. It pollutes air, water, environment. It causes respiratory
problems. So do the diesel cars. Despite US stance against dirty diesel cars with 40 times
higher emissions than the legal limits, no environmentalist action is seen around the world
against diesel engines except for a few web posts. Diesel being dirty does not make coal clean.
However if coal is dirty so is diesel. If a resource is harmful to human quality of life, the name
should not matter.
But why coal is dirty? Because coal is burned and there are no other economically sound
technology to do otherwise. Burning is the simplest of all. Coal to liquids is not a widely available
commercial technology and carbon capture and storage is in infancy.
Will there be new methods to extract more energy from coal? That is the question. Because
coal is a material of dense energy content. Coal in energy is what potato is to the food industry.
Nearly all countries have at least moderate quality coal resources.
Coal is not by itself dirty but burning coal produces the dirt. If prices give enough incentives, it is
a domestically accessible, cheap energy source and it may produce addiction.
The only remedy practiced is not solar but carbon price. British energy transformation from
being pioneers of coal usage to %0 coal usage in electricity is probably as a result of carbon
pricexxxii. Coal share in UK electricity generation hit zero for the first time in 100 years this year in
certain days. But carbon price does not achieve it all alone, the price must be sufficiently high to
enable a transition. Coal’s economic advantage can even stand against low carbon prices.
Enemy of the coal is not environmentalists, COPs, solar or wind but economic realities. Either
the playing field should be set to pave the way for a non-coal energy system, or coal will
continue to show its strength. It will age but killing it may take a long time.
8. CONCLUSION
The current transformation towards renewables in the energy sector is more of a lip service than
reality. But there is basis for that transformation, as such technological foundations, roadmaps
are readily available. Solar will prevail more than anyone can imagine, electric cars are coming,
and batteries will disrupt the energy system. But when the data and countries’ policies are
examined, it looks as if “lip service” has reached its limits. Economic push for a new energy
system is needed. Yet we are not seeing it. On the contrary, there is a slow but gradual
reluctance against climate change issues among big players. It is strengthening. These leaders
and their parties are not against solar, wind or climate change policies as long as they are
economical. Most probably they are concerned with economic realities more than the
environmentalists.

Therefore it is not an exaggeration to claim that coal may not be dead. The main cause is the
society we live in. It is deeply embedded with concepts such as economies of scale, cost-benefit
analysis and preferring domestic interests to common goods. The second concern is there may
be limits to renewables, even with sub 1 cent/kwh auction prices. The third concern is level
playing field is again shifting in favor of fossil fuels. Skillful politicians learned the trick of the
game, speak boldly, move silently.
Solar, wind, batteries, electric cars are the future but it will take time. Meanwhile “Is Coal Dead
Yet Again?” never surprise with a comeback. We can only kill coal, when a global carbon price
is enforced.
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